
My name is Mike Gentile.-

(you can call me "Mike")

mgentile physics. rutgers, edu

Physics 194 -Lecturescomes
-

Have a question during class?Please
askit

rightaway, even ifitmeans interrupting in
the

-

a thought. Iwantyou to!

Agenda ClaSS

- Standing waves a resonant frequencies starts
& 2:15pm

- Sound intensity

- The Doppler effect
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Blue:Superposition ofgreatyellar, a standing are vibrating in place. The "note"youhear.
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f =n*** * 1,2,3,... v =m
↑
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fr =E :You nature that
your guitar is out

of tune

↑
and is producing frequencies

resonant
that are too low. What

frequencies
should you do?Explain!

and in

Intensityis the power output ofa
sound source

divided by the area thatpower spreads out over.
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Decibel scale:In10wi Threshold &human
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Doppler feet:When there's relative speed
between the sound source(s) and the observer (0)

the observed frequency will be differentthan the

source frequency, Sound

speed
ofobserverede

to=f,earthS
source

relative to

- - He medium.
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Numerator:It is pointstoward the same,
choose the upper sign (t). Choose (t
otherwise.

Denominator:It is points towards the observer,
chouse the upper sign (-). Choose

(H)

ofhewerse.


